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Abstract 32 

Human beings are constantly struggling with various epidemics. Although we gained a lot of experience and 33 

success, in the face of the new epidemic, we still inevitably face pressure from public health, politics, and the 34 

economy. Case fatality ratio (CFR) received widespread attention as one of the indicators describing the severity 35 

of the epidemic and evaluating treatment options. However, due to the ongoing epidemic situation and the 36 

constant changes in the death and diagnosis data, no scientific method for this situation to calculate the CFR 37 

exists. This study proposes a method for estimating CFR in the continuation of the epidemic. CFR is estimated 38 

by "ratio of the cumulative number of deaths before j days from a given day to the sum of the number of patients 39 

discharged from a given day and the cumulative number of deaths before j days from a given day ".Take the 40 

ongoing outbreak of COVID-19 in December 2019 as an example. The results show that, regardless of the size 41 

of the estimated value or its changing trend, the estimated CFR given by the new method shows better stability 42 

mailto:wonderlau@126.com


and better reflects the true situation of the case fatality rate; additionally, the improvement of medical conditions 43 

can also be clearly reflected in the change in valuation. When j = 10, according to the data of March 10, the CFR 44 

of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China and China (excluding Hubei)is 6.23%,4.46%, and 0.87%, respectively. This 45 

method of estimating CFR can be used in time to evaluate the therapeutic effect of different medical schemes 46 

and different regions, which is of great value and significance for the decision-making in the epidemic 47 

prevention and control. 48 

 49 
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 51 

Introduction 52 

Looking back on the history of civilization for thousands of years is also a review of the epic history of the 53 

"war against plague ".The history of human civilization is accompanied by the pace of the plague and spiraled 54 

upward in history. With the development of civilization and the continuous optimization of transportation, 55 

infectious diseases also developed at the same or even faster speed. Since 2000, three coronavirus epidemic 56 

attacks worldwide occurred.SAR S in 2003 caused 774 deaths worldwide, with a CFR of 9.6%. MERS in 2012 57 

caused 858 deaths worldwide, with a CFR of 34.4%. In December 2019, Wuhan, China suffered a new crown 58 

pneumonia (COVID-19) epidemic caused by new coronavirus SARS CoV-2. The number of infected people, the 59 

scope of transmission, and the number of deaths are still increasing. On March 8, 2020, more than 80,000 people 60 

were infected in China, and a total of 3,123 people died. There have been confirmed cases in 105 countries 61 

overseas, with more than 30,000 people diagnosed and 760 people dead. However, due to the difficulty in 62 

identifying and accounting for mild and asymptomatic infections, the number of COVID-19 cases may actually 63 



be higher. There is no doubt that the outbreak of the COVID-19 is a severe test of public health safety in China 64 

and the world. 65 

The case fatality ratio (CFR) indicates the severity of an epidemic disease, and it also reflects the ability of 66 

medical diagnosis and treatment to a certain extent. Generally, the popular method is used to calculate the CFR, 67 

which is the ratio of the number of accumulated deaths to the number of diagnoses over a period of time. The 68 

traditional method of calculating the CFR is certain and accurate for the epidemic situation that ended. However, 69 

for the novel and ongoing epidemic, a large number of patients are still being treated in the hospital, and the 70 

final treatment effect of these patients cannot be defined at the time of calculation. The data of a large number of 71 

patients treated in hospital are mixed in it, which interferes with the accuracy of the calculation results of CFR. 72 

This defect makes the obtained results deviate greatly from the real situation, may mislead the public, and even 73 

cause decision makers to misjudge the future situation. In the Report of the WHO-China Joint Mission on 74 

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), as of February 20, the CFR of the COVID-19 in China was 2.9%1, and 75 

according to the data on March 8, the CRF reached about 3.9%. Although more than 60,000 people have been 76 

cured and discharged, nearly 16,000 patients still remain in hospitals. 77 

Therefore, we propose a method to estimate the CFR during the course of the epidemic and estimate the CFR 78 

of COVID-19 in order to provide important reference for the diagnosis, treatment, and containment of epidemic 79 

disease. 80 

 81 

Results 82 

Determine the j value of COVID-19 83 

As a result of the February 12 diagnostic criteria change, resulting in a surge in cases, only the data before 84 



February 11 were selected. Taking the national data as an example, starting from February 11 and backtracking 85 

to January 20, in Equation (4), j = 1, 2, 3, ..., 15 was calculated, and the CFR was calculated daily. When j = 10, 86 

the value of CFR was the most stable among the days, and the coefficient of variation was the smallest. 87 

According to the published data, in addition to calculating the national CFR, the same calculations were 88 

performed according to the division data of Wuhan, Hubei, Hubei except Wuhan, and China except Hubei 89 

(Fig.1). The coefficient of variation of the estimated CFR of Wuhan, Hubei, China, Hubei excluding Wuhan, and 90 

China excluding Hubei reached the minimum value at j =8,10,10,10,12, respectively, indicating that this is the 91 

smallest difference in the estimated value of each day. 92 

CFR 93 

Dividing data into five categories as Wuhan, Hubei, Hubei excluding Wuhan, China and China excluding 94 

Hubei, j = 8, 10, 12 were selected to calculate the day-to-day CFR tracking back from March5 (Fig. 2 Table 95 

S2–4). The results showed that the difference is large in the early stage and small in the near future in either 96 

different j values or different data categories (Fig.2a-c). According to Table 1 and Fig.2, when j=10, if no 97 

specific drugs and better treatments emerge later and no significant variation in SARS-CoV-2 pathogenicity, the 98 

CFR of COVID-19 is approximately 4.46%, which is lower to the CFR of SARS (6.6%) in Mainland China. In 99 

Wuhan, the CFR of COVID-19 is approximately 6.23%, which is close to the CFR of SARS in Mainland China.  100 

Because of the large number of cases and low cure rate in Wuhan, the CFR in the Hubei province is higher 101 

than the national average. The CFR of China (excluding Hubei) is the lowest, with an estimate of 0.87%. This 102 

may be due to factors such as the large number of imported cases in different provinces outside Hubei, the 103 

different age structure of imported cases, relatively few patients with better treatment conditions, and earlier 104 

hospital admissions. 105 



Comparison of CFRs obtaining from three methods 106 

Estimates of CFR q1, q2, qj vary over the duration of the epidemic (Fig.3). The difference among the three is 107 

large at the beginning of the epidemic, but over time, the difference between the three becomes smaller and 108 

smaller, and when the epidemic is over and treatment is over, the three are bound to present the same value. 109 

It can be seen from Figure 3 and Table 2 that the estimated value of qj is between the estimated values of q1 110 

and q2. Over time, the estimated values of q1 and q2 move closer to the middle, regardless of the size of the 111 

estimated value or its changing trend. The estimated value of qj shows better stability, indicating that the qj value 112 

can better reflect the true situation of mortality. By comparing the current q1, q2, and qj estimates, the q1and q2 113 

estimates exactly give an interval estimate of CFR (Table 2). 114 

Detection of CFR stability and effects of medical events 115 

It is known from figure 2 and figure 3 that the CFR estimates vary with time. In the course of treatment, two 116 

important time nodes occur: on February 12, 13,797 new cases were confirmed in Hubei Province, and on 117 

February 23, the number of patients died in Hubei Province suddenly dropped sharply from 149 on February 23 118 

to 68 on the 24th and then continued to decline. If the stability of the CFR estimates and whether the above two 119 

important time nodes are reflected in the fatality rate estimate, it can be tested by formula (5). At this time, two 120 

dummy variables, D1and D2 are introduced.  121 

The regression analysis results are showed in Table 3. First, the estimated value of qj is basically stable. In the 122 

analysis of the five data categories, the correlation between the value of qj and time t is not significant. This 123 

result is consistent with its definition. The estimated value of q1 and q2 is highly correlated with time t, in which 124 

the q1 estimate is rapidly decreasing, while the q2 estimate is significantly increasing. Second, on February 12, 125 

as a result of changes in diagnostic criteria, a large number of suspected cases were converted to diagnosis cases, 126 



but it exhibits a relatively small impact on the CFR estimates. 127 

The significant reduction in deaths after February 23 is due to the large number of square cabin hospitals in 128 

use, the improvement of related medical conditions, and the large-scale entry of traditional Chinese medicine 129 

into the anti-epidemic battlefield, which effectively avoided mild to severe illness, severe to critical illness, and 130 

reduced CFR in severe cases; therefore, these improvements of medical treatment have a relatively large impact 131 

on CFR estimates. 132 

 133 

Methods 134 

Data sources 135 

Data from January 20 to March 10 released by Wuhan Municipal Health Commission, Hubei Provincial 136 

Health Commission, and National Health Commission, including cumulative diagnoses, cumulative deaths, and 137 

cumulative number of patients discharged (Table S1). 138 

The definition, model and correction of case fatality rate 139 

"Cure" means the patient was recovered and discharged from the hospital at the end of treatment, and "death 140 

from illness" is the end of treatment due to death. 141 

If the epidemic situation ended and all patients also completed treatment, if the cumulative number of 142 

discharged patients is Σxi and the cumulative number of deaths is Σyi, then the cumulative number of confirmed 143 

diagnoses is (Σxi + Σyi), 144 

CFR（q）=（Σyi）/ (Σxi + Σyi)                               （1） 145 

Here, i=1,2,... n, when the epidemic is over. 146 

On this basis, several different CFR can be estimated using different data: 147 



Bring the cumulative number of patients cured and discharged on the day (n) (Σx i) and the cumulative number 148 

of death (Σyi) on the day into formula (1) to calculate the CFR, that is:  149 

q1 =  ∑yi / (∑xi +∑yi )                                     (2) 150 

Here, i=1,2,... n. 151 

In fact, this estimate has not been used in reality. The possible reason is that the method highly overestimates 152 

CFR. 153 

The widely accepted estimate of CFR in real life is calculated using the " ratio of the cumulative number of dead 154 

patients on the day (∑yi) to the cumulative number of patients diagnosed on that day (ΣTi)", which is called the 155 

crude fatality rate, and is recorded as: 156 

q2 = ∑ yi / ∑Ti                                            (3)   157 

Here, i = 1, 2, ..., n. 158 

As the epidemic is ongoing, diagnosed patients present as the following three types: as cured and discharged, 159 

died of illness, or hospitalized. It is unclear whether the diagnosed patients treated in the hospital will eventually 160 

be cured or die. Therefore, the results are inaccurate by using the above formula to calculate the CFR directly 161 

during the outbreak, especially since a large number of patients were treated in the hospital. The results are 162 

inappropriate to infer the trend of the epidemic. Because the disease itself demonstrates a certain time course, a 163 

period of time from diagnosis to treatment in the hospital to discharge or death must occur .In other words, the 164 

daily published patients who are dead in the hospital or discharged from the hospital are not the same patients 165 

admitted to the hospital at the same day. For the diagnosed patients in the same day, a time difference (j days) 166 

between the cured patients and the deaths occurs. 167 

Therefore, we propose that the CFR estimate should be 168 



qj= ∑yi-j/（∑xi +∑yi-j）                                      (4) 169 

 Here, i=1，2，……，n. 170 

Selection of j value 171 

According to the results of clinical research, COVID-19 is a self-limiting disease with milder early symptoms. 172 

After one week, the condition may worsen, and the patient can gradually recover as long as the patient passes 173 

the most dangerous period of time. In addition, according to the treatment plan, the cured patients must wait for 174 

all symptoms to disappear and be negative for two SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid tests before they can reach the 175 

discharge standard for to be considered cured. 176 

According to statistical theory, if the COVID-19 epidemic event satisfies the statistical random event 177 

hypothesis, and the virus is not mutated without considering the discovery of future specific medicines and 178 

special medical treatments, the estimated daily CFR should be theoretically stable. 179 

According to this idea, formula (4) can be used to perform simulation calculations on actual data. Two 180 

screening criteria were used to select the value of j: (1) the minimum variance or coefficient of variation of the 181 

day-to-day estimated CFR; and (2) the average value of the daily CFR is not lower than the average value of the 182 

daily value of the crude CFR at that time. The best j is determined by referring to clinical observation statistics 183 

value. 184 

Vent study 185 

The definitions of q1 and q2 are not required to meet the premise that "the CFR is theoretically stable." 186 

Although the definition of qj meets the premise that "assuming that the medical conditions and medical care 187 

technology level are unchanged, and the virus has not mutated, then the daily CFR is theoretically stable", but in 188 

fact, the value of the three may change over time due to the occurrence of the epidemic and the medical events 189 



in the development process. Therefore, in order to detect the stability of CFR estimates and the effects of 190 

medical events, this study used a statistical model:  191 

q=β0+∑βkDk+βk+1t +ε                                     （5） 192 

Here, t is time, and the D is a dummy variable. 193 

 194 

Discussion 195 

About j value 196 

The CFR estimate is negatively correlated with the j value size. The larger the j value, the smaller the CFR 197 

estimates; the smaller the j value, the larger CR estimates. In relation to the estimated value of CFR, CFR will 198 

vary with the value of j. Therefore, to obtain accurate estimates of CR and CFR, we need to choose a j value, 199 

which is also worthy of further study. However, using this strategy and method is certainly more reasonable than 200 

directly “calculating the CFR for the COVID-19 in the country with the ratio of cumulative death to cumulative 201 

confirmed cases.”  202 

COVID-19 happens suddenly, with little information known about this disease. Assuming that the COVID-19 203 

epidemic event satisfies the statistical randomness, the virus demonstrates no variation, and the daily CFR 204 

should be basically stable, with approximately the same medical means and measures in a certain period of time 205 

and the estimated value of j = 10 able to meet this condition. 206 

According to clinical experience, the median time from onset to clinical recovery is approximately 2 weeks 207 

for mild and approximately 3–6 weeks for severe or critical illness. The time from onset to progression to severe 208 

illness such as hypoxia is 1 week, and among patients who die, the time from onset to death ranges from 2–8 209 

weeks1. In this article, j = 10 was consistent with the development of the disease course. 210 



Some researchers also noticed that when estimating the CRF, the selected data ignored a large number of 211 

hospitalized patients2,3. Recently, the Imperial College London predicted the CFR of Hubei Province and outside 212 

China3. However, their model is based on the time difference between the onset of the disease and death or cure, 213 

but in fact the symptoms of the disease are very similar to that of the common flu, and the time difference is 214 

difficult to determine accurately. 215 

About CFR 216 

Because the epidemic outbreak in Wuhan, the number of patients has grown too fast, inadequate treatment 217 

conditions, delayed diagnosis and delayed treatment, and insufficient early understanding of the virus affected 218 

the treatment effect, leading to a higher clinical fatality. Using the original case-fatality estimation method, its 219 

estimated value is over 10%. For examples, in Wuhan, the CFR of early 41 cases and 99 cases of COVID-19 220 

was 15%4 and 11%5, respectively. These results put tremendous pressure on both the public and government 221 

decision makers. This study corrects the current problems in calculating the CFR of COVID-19. The estimated 222 

CFR of COVID-19 in China is about 4.5%, which is lower than SARS. The estimated value of Wuhan is about 223 

6.2%, which is equivalent to SARS. On the basis of the estimated CFR in Wuhan on March 10, the number of 224 

deaths in Wuhan caused by COVID-19 in the current medical conditions is around 3,000. Although the 225 

epidemic situation continues and the number of confirmed patients continues to increase by a small amount 226 

every day, due to the tremendous progress in knowledge, methods and tools of scientific research related to 227 

COVID-19, the number of deaths caused should further decrease. Of course, all undiagnosed deaths due to 228 

COVID-19 are not included. 229 

The strong transmission of SARS-CoV-2, the uncertainty that causes death in high-risk groups, and the 230 

destructive power of socio-economic order are extraordinary among human coronaviruses. Because China 231 



resolutely and timely adopted the main strategies of controlling the source of infection, blocking transmission, 232 

and preventing spread, the virus failed to erupt throughout the country. The case fatality rate in China (excluding 233 

Hubei) is less than 1%. At present, the COVID-19 epidemic in China entered a relatively gradual phase, while 234 

other countries, such as Italy, Iran, and South Korea, exhibit a trend of outbreak. Due to different genetic 235 

backgrounds of different ethnic groups, inconsistent levels of containment, diagnosis and treatment in each 236 

country, and possible mutations in the virus, the severity of the COVID-19 epidemic abroad cannot be estimated. 237 

However, using the method in this article, selecting the appropriate value of j, and based on the cumulative cure 238 

and cumulative death toll in the epidemic country, the estimated CFR can still be used to judge the severity of 239 

the outbreak. Scientifically predicting the case fatality rate can provide an important reference for local decision 240 

makers in the formulation of prevention and control policies and measures, and this can also help the macro 241 

evaluation of the effectiveness of diagnosis and treatment. This novel coronavirus pneumonia will exhibit a 242 

profound impact on political, economic, cultural, and other aspects at home and abroad. We believe that the use 243 

of modern medicine and government governance methods and legal systems can minimize the panic and the 244 

mortality of the disease and finally win the victory against the epidemic. 245 
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Figure legends 265 

Fig.1  Coefficient of variation of estimated case fatality rate (CFR) (qj). 266 

Fig.2  Estimated CFR at j = 8,10,12. 267 

Fig.3  Trends of three types of CFR. 268 

 269 

 270 

Table1 Estimated CFR at different j value 271 

j Wuhan Hubei China Hubei excluding 

Wuhan 

China excluding 

Hubei 

8 6.38% 5.46% 4.57% 3.51% 0.87% 

10 6.23% 5.33% 4.46% 3.41% 0.87% 

12 6.06% 5.18% 4.34% 3.32% 0.85% 

Data as of March 10, 2020 272 

 273 

Table2 Estimated CFR of three methods 274 

Method Wuhan Hubei  China Hubei excluding Wuhan China excluding Hubei 

q1 6.83% 5.85% 4.89% 3.74% 0.89% 

q j 6.23% 5.33% 4.46% 3.41% 0.87% 

q2 4.85% 4.49% 3.91% 3.50% 0.86% 

Data as of March 10, 2020 275 

 276 

 277 



Table3 Regression analysis of estimated CFR (j=10) 278 

  β0 β1D1 β2D2 β3 t R2 F n 

Wuhan q1 0.569481 *** -0.06278 ** 0.018152 ns -0.01237 *** 0.971429 430.6764*** 

 

42 

q j 
0.105325 *** 0.008931 ns -0.04112 ** 4.69E-05 ns 

0.507853 12.72692 

*** 

41 

q2 0.048146 *** -0.01139 ** 0.01343 

*** 

-0.00013 ns 0.552524 15.64023 

*** 

42 

Hubei q1 0.571495 *** -0.09764 ** 0.08331 

* 

-0.01389 *** 0.934823 181.6764 

*** 

42 

q j 
0.088106 *** -0.00633 ns -0.02348 * 

5.5E-05 

 ns 

0.509997 12.83657 

*** 

41 

q2 0.028796 *** -0.00352 ns 0.007245 *** 0.000285 ** 0.817685 56.81016 

*** 

42 

China q1 0.458278 *** -0.05948 ns 0.113951 ** -0.01306 *** 0.86653 

 

82.23591 

*** 

42 

q j 
0.054454 *** -0.00225 ns -0.00866 * 

0.00013 

 ns 

0.262221 4.383498 

** 

41 

q2 0.0185 

*** 

-0.00038 ns 0.004074 *** 0.000425 *** 0.946167 222.6296 

*** 

42 

Hubei excluding Wuhan q1 0.633681 *** -0.12128 ns 0.224608 ** -0.02009 *** 0.806271  52.71684 

*** 

42 

q j 
0.054779 *** -0.00682 ns -0.00426 ns -0.00024 ns 

0.40583 7.740883 

*** 

38 



 Data as of March 10, 2020.  279 

 280 

 281 

 282 

 283 

q2 0.011317 *** 0.003341 *** 0.002912 ** 0.000438 *** 0.97218 

 

442.6448 

*** 

42 

China excluding Hubei q1 0.087139 *** 0.006119 ns 0.045973 * -0.00375 *** 0.524476 13.97059 

*** 

42 

q j 
0.006268 *** -0.00263 ** 0.001765 * 8.44E-05 ns 

0.55965 14.40379 

*** 

38 

q2 0.001547 *** 0.002403 *** 0.000284 ns 0.00012*** 

 

0.964824 347.4229 

*** 

42 



Figures

Figure 1

Coe�cient of variation of estimated case fatality rate (CFR) (q j).



Figure 2

Estimated CFR at j = 8,10,12



Figure 3

Trends of three types of CFR
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